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Abstract 

 

As everybody knows, our lives rotate around numbers like account numbers, pin numbers, pin codes, 

passwords and different bits of classified data that we have to recollect and monitor. Passwords for 

credit cards, ledgers, secret photographs, music and video, exceptionally profitable examined 

duplicates, drying's permit and visa numbers, and protection approach numbers are only inspecting 

of what we have to monitor. Because of our bustling life cycle, we cannot recall every one of them. 

Our end goal is to provide an exceptionally rich and intense answer for this issue this venture called 

"Intelligent Security Platform for Multiple Access Controls" has been planned and created. The 

reasoning is that we ought to have the capacity to recollect one secret word. The thought is to make 

that one secret word extremely secure, and through that watchword, we approach the more 

significant part of our different passwords. This application can safely store Bank Account 

Information. It utilizes a ground-breaking calculation and executes an exceedingly secure encryption 

instrument. ISPMAC turns into a fundamental through its universality, usability, security, and list of 

capabilities. It utilizes one of the least complicated and easy to understand interfaces and can store 

something other than passwords. It gives a lower cost answer to provide a high-security framework to 

store all the classified information. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Beginning with access control can be overpowering at first. Such vast numbers of specific terms and 

things to fold our head over. Understanding access control frameworks is indeed an achievable 

objective - particularly for controlling frameworks enables to manage, monitor and maintain who 

approaches a record on a web application. 

The main role of the access controller is to guarantee fast, cooperative access control for approved 

users by limiting access for unapproved users. Basic Components of Access Control Systems are 

broadly in sort and complicated quality. Most access control frameworks comprise of in any event the 

accompanying vital parts: client-side and administrator side. User-side components deal with 

information storage and accessing data records with some security by a user interface. Administrator-

side elements include assessment management dashboard, integration, and API. Administration 

dashboard or appearance where officials can supervise, maintain and regulate access for 

representatives, guests or staff. Combinations and API can be utilized to automate manual work 

processes and make activities less inclined to mistakes.  

It is a reality all around recognized, that secret word-construct confirmation concerning the web is 

unstable. One primary, if not the essential, concern with secret word authentication is the significant 

weight of picking secure, random passwords over every one of the destinations that depend on 

password verification. An extensive collection of proof proposes clients have conceivably, judiciously 

surrendered, choosing straightforward passwords and reusing them crosswise over targets.  

An intelligent security platform for multiple access controllers [ISPMAC] is an outstanding approach 

to monitoring every one of a kind of access controllers, or on the other hand, a passphrase that you 

have made for your different online records without writing down on a bit of paper and taking a 

chance with that others will see them. ISPMAC, an online platform that provides security for 

passwords and data records such as image files, audio files, and video files, and so forth. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

In the last decade, various graphical secret vital plans have been proposed, prompted by the agreement 

of enhanced access controller ea2se 1of use, while in the meantime improving quality against 

speculating assaults. Like substance passwords, graphical passwords are data-based confirmation 

devices where customers enter a customary text word as the secret password of their existed accounts. 

The passwords include alphanumeric and additionally extraordinary console characters for protecting 

a lot of online accounts which clients have to remember with human memory.  

The essential requirement for an entrance controller is that anchoring passwords are relied upon to be 

simpler to review, more averse to be composed down and can possibly give a more energizing space 

than a content based secret key. Specialists are ceaselessly presenting new thoughts, ideas, and 

highlights in the field of graphical confirmation. There are as of now numerous methodologies have 

been proposed in display times. Blonder [1] gave the underlying motivation behind the graphical 

secret word in 1996. In his strategy, a UI is possible with one foreordained picture and required to 

choose at least one existing positions on showed picture in a specific request to get to the limited 

assets. The basic disadvantage of this framework is that clients can't click subjectively on the 

foundation. The remarkable secret word space was not considered by the creator either. Wiedenbeck 

et al. [2] proposed Pass Point technique in which widened Blonder's idea by abstaining from as far as 

possible and empowering self-confident pictures to be used. Accordingly, a customer can tap on 

wherever on a photo (instead of some pre-portrayed areas) to influence one mystery word for getting 

to tied down data, with the common mystery being related to or made out of pictures, parts of 

pictures, or diagrams. [3] 

 

2.1 Existing System 

In the current system quite often, people write down confidential account numbers and passwords on 

paper and carry it along with them to remember those personal details, passwords. We also use a 

general-purpose email facility as a data store for storing all of their sensitive data so that they can 

access them through the internet from any place. Usability issues often significantly impact the real-

world security of the system. 

Despite a large number of options for authentication, text passwords remain the most common choice 

for several reasons. For example, they are comfortable and inexpensive to implement; are familiar to 

virtually all users enable clients to validate themselves while maintaining a strategic distance from 

security issues that have been raised about biometrics; and have the upside of conveyability without, 

for instance, carrying physical tokens. Be that as it may, content passwords likewise experience the ill 

effects of both security and ease of use hindrances — for example, passwords are regularly hard to 

recall, and are unsurprising if client decision is permitted. [3]  

At the point when content watchword clients embrace dangerous adapting techniques, for example, 

reusing passwords crosswise over records to help with memorability, the subsequent decline in 

security cannot be expertly tended to by only fortifying, in detachment, the hidden specific security 

parts of a framework. User interface design decisions may unintentionally sway user behavior, usually 

towards less secure behavior. Successful authentication solutions must thus also include improved 

usability design based on appropriate research considering the abilities and limitations of the target 

users. 

 

Disadvantages: 

• A manual approach, for example, recording classified record numbers and passwords on paper to 

recall them is counterproductive to keeping up privacy and security. 

• For a normal individual, it is important to remember much data.  

• Unauthorized persons can gain access to confidential data. 

• General purpose email systems are highly vulnerable to security threats and often become targets 

for hacking. 

 

2.2 Proposed Work 
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The proposed structure ISPMAC is an extraordinary web application which can securely store private 

data like passwords for Documents, financial balances, top-secret photographs, music, and video, 

hugely significant examined duplicates, driver's permit and travel permit numbers, and protection 

approach numbers are only testing of what we have to monitor. As each snippet of data saved into the 

ISPMAC framework, a different database passage is complete. At the season of entering private 

information and data relying upon the kind of data it is, the structure will provoke the end client for 

related data. Afterward, when the end client needs to recover information, the client should get to the 

application utilizing a single secret word. Application's recovery interface will show every passage by 

name, yet classify and bunch together kinds of sections, for example, financial balances, charge card 

accounts, and different passwords. 

 

Advantages: 

• ISPMAC enables its end clients to make one focal database containing a wide range of sorts of 

sections (ledgers, charge cards, secret word sites, etc.) 

• This exceptionally secure and safe application enables its end clients to classify their private 

information sections and afterward amass them, so the entirety of their ledgers, site passwords, 

or checked duplicates are effortlessly retrievable and stay efficient. 

• For an average person, there will be no need to memorize much information. Hence there will be 

no need to write down confidential record numbers and passwords on paper to recall them which 

is counterproductive to keeping up privacy and security.  

• The philosophy of having “one password which is very secure and through that single password 

have access to all of the other passwords and confidential information” can be quickly realized. 

 

Features of the Framework: 

• This platform is protected based on a standard login procedure. It is essential to secure the 

passwords that allow access to other confidential information.  

• The intention behind building this tool is to simplify the job of the regular user by 

remembering just one password. 

• It provides an efficient solution to store confidential data. 

• This highly secure and safe application allows its end users to categorize their personal 

sensitive data entries. 

 

3. Implementation 

3.1 Problem Definition  

Error management in Extreme conditions:  

The proposed framework should deal with special cases that begin at low-level parts and constraints at 

abnormal state segments. The abnormal state parts in the proposed framework should deal with 

special cases that happen while interfacing with the database server, IO Exceptions. The end client 

won't have any constraints at low-level. At the point when low-level Exceptions emerges, the client 

ought to be appeared with a fitting message. Blunders that happen amid information passage ought to 

be taken care of by performing customer side approvals. In the proposed framework all customer side 

approvals will be finished utilizing JavaScript.  

Quality Issues:  

Quality issues allude to how dependable and strong should the framework be? While building up the 

proposed technique, the designer must have the capacity to ensure their obligation for exchanges with 

the goal that exchanges can be done precisely. The capacity of the framework to distinguish 

disappointments and recuperation from those disappointments alludes to the accessibility of the 

framework. Strength alludes to the measurements of a framework giving data when simultaneous 

clients are asking for data. As the proposed framework's ability of taking care of the different special 

case, it is solid, and it will be created utilizing JSP which bolsters multi-threading. Subsequently it 

fulfills the solicitations from simultaneous clients. In this way, it is powerful.  

Framework alteration:  
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The proposed framework is not actualizing on the web correspondence amongst client and head so it 

tends to be expanded and this refreshing should be possible by any designer comfortable with 

determined equipment and programming requirements took after for improvement of the proposed 

framework. Security and secrecy are the best most worries of the customer. The proposed framework 

ought to give the accompanying. The director ought to be provided with id and secret word for secure 

access of data in regards to client's administration. Every User ought to likewise be given code and 

secret word for controlled access of data with respect to their anchored data like individual data, 

sound and video lockers.  

 

3.2 Modules Description 

The framework of ISPMAC contains six modules which are  

• User Management module 

• Security System module 

• Personal Information Locker module 

• Bank Account Information Locker Module 

• Image, Video and Music Locker Module 

User Management Module: - 

The administrator can access this module to make user management simple. The administrator has to 

approve or reject the registered users after communicating with the users. Even after approval, he can 

lock and unlock the users. The administrator has control to verify the list of locked and unlocked 

users. 

Security System Module: 

This module adds security features to the information stored by the user like their username, 

password, and personal banking information. Data encryption protects user data from getting into 

wrong hands. Decryption mechanism is applied to evert the encrypted data to a human-readable 

format. 

Personal Information Locker Module: 

Users can store their personal information like email ID, password, pancard, passport, visa and 

driving permit subtle elements and whenever he can see and erase those points of interest in the event 

that he needs. This module is dependent on Security system module to encrypt and decrypt the email 

id & password, pan card, passport & driving license details. 

Bank Account Information Locker Module: 

Users can access this module to store personal banking information is like bank account details, net 

banking details & insurance policies details and he can view those details if he needed.  This module 

includes security system operations to encrypt & decrypt the details like a bank account, net banking 

details & insurance policy details. 

Image, Video and Music Locker Module:  

The users can access this module to store the Images like a scanned or original copy of images, he can 

upload audio files which required security, and he can also upload video files which needed 

protection. If the user required those stored images, audio files & video files could be download. 

3.3 System Architecture 
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Figure : 1 System Architecture of ISPMAC 

 
Figure 2: Layers of ISPMAC Architecture. 

 

Database Layer: Contains the information and database-related articles like put away methods, 

triggers, bundles.  

Application Layer: Contains the items tending to the business basis; Most of the mediocre Java 

objects will be here inside the application layer.  

Web Interface Layer: It will take a shot at the online server; It contains the website pages (JSPs) of the 

application which can associate with the front-end programs  

Client Layer: Contains the internet browser that expresses and communicates with the web-server 

 

3. RESULTS 
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Figure: 3 Registration page of ISPMAC 

 
Figure: 4 User Login page of ISPMAC 
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Figure: 5 User Front page of ISPMAC before activation 

 
Figure: 6 Admin Login page 

 
Figure: 7 Locked users page of the admin 
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Figure: 8 Unlocked users page of Admin 

 

 
Figure: 9 Available Users page when a new user registered. 

 
Figure: 10 Homepage of Users after admin approval. 
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Figure: 11 webpage to store Bank account details of users. 

 
Figure: 12 Existed bank account details of Users. 
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Figure: 13 Insurance Policy form for Users. 

 
Figure: 14 Existed Insurance Policy details of the user. 

 
Figure: 15 Existed Mail id’s details of the user. 
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Figure: 16 Existed PAN card details of the user. 

 
Figure: 17 Existed Passport details of the user. 
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Figure: 18 Existed Driving License details of the user. 

 
Figure: 19 webpage for uploading an image. 
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Figure: 20 webpage for retrieving an image. 

 
Figure: 21 webpage for uploading an audio file. 
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Figure: 22 webpage for online playing an audio file. 

 
Figure: 23 webpage for downloading the audio file from ISPMAC. 

 
Figure: 24 webpage for uploading a video file. 
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4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

 

Conclusion 

The “Intelligent Security Platform for Multiple Access Controls” is web-based application 

software that has been computed successfully and was also tested successfully by taking “test cases.” 

This platform is protected based on a standard login procedure. It is essential to secure the passwords 

that allow access to other confidential information. ISPMAC enables its end clients to make one focal 

database containing a wide range of sorts of sections (ledgers, charge cards, secret word sites, etc.) 

The goals that are achieved by the software are: 

• Instant Access to multiple access control platform. 

• Less processing time for retrieving the required information. 

• A recognizable method to diminish misuse of private information. 

• It is ease of use to perform desired operations. 

Confinements 

• ISPMAC is limited to protect all the personal information, images, audios, and videos by using 

single secure locker. 

• Registrations of clients should be processed by the Admin first then they can log in into the 

application. 

• Lack of two-way authentication. 

Future Enhancement 

• We can implement a tool which will able to store all the personal information, images, audios, 

and videos. For each info, there may be a separate locker. 

• We can implement two-way authentication for our ISPMAC. 

• We can extend this project by providing multiple lockers, each locker password is stored in the 

form encrypted format. 

• The further work is to figure out how to make full utilization of Globus' resources improvement 

capacity to upgrade the web administration's performance and proficiency. 
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